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GLEN GOULD - Biography

Glen is a North American Actor based in Canada. At the age of 19, he boarded a bus and left
his home and family on the small East Coast island of Unama’ki (aka Cape Breton) to pursue
his lifelong dream of being an Actor. He has since appeared in numerous Theater Productions
and can be seen in over 50 TV & Film productions.
In Television, he is best known as Det. Jerry Commanda in the hit CTV series Cardinal and
had recurring roles on Tribal, The Strain, Mohawk Girls & Blackstone, DaVinci’s Inquest. Glen
can also be seen in the Ireland-shot mini-series Dominion Creek (Seasons 1 & 2) and starred
as Native Rancher, John Eagle in the APTN series Cashing In.
In Film, most recently, Glen worked on the feature film 8:37 REBIRTH and the Colorado set
TV Pilot, Badwater. Prior to that, he recently starred opposite Bella Thorne in the feature film
GIRL, which also starred Mickey Rourke.
Glen was recently nominated Best Supporting Actor at the 2020 RNFF for his performance in
the award-winning film, Monkey Beach. In the past, Glen has received Best Actor Awards for
the feature films North Mountain (RNFF) and Rhymes for Young Ghouls (2014 AIMPA). Glen
was awarded the prestigious David Renton Award for Outstanding Performance by an Actor
at the Atlantic Film Festival and the Best Actor at the Dreamspeaker’s Film Festival for his role
in the award-winning film, Charlie Zone.
In addition to Theater, TV & Film, Glen is known as for his rich voice, providing voice overs
and narration for a numerous amount of TV Shows & Documentaries. He can currently be
heard as the Narrator in the TV docu-series, The Wild Ones. He is known for his voice work in
several animation productions, most notably as the voice of Bill Tukyuk on the hit series Yvon
of the Yukon.
Glen has also embarked on a career as a musician, with his country-rock band, Donna’s Boy.

